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Models of Random Network Structure

Wireless & mobile networks:
Channel uncertainty: shadowing, 
fading

Cellular, ad hoc, sensor networks

Overlay networks:
Peer-to-peer, DHTs

Content distribution

Information and social networks:
Interactions and associations between human users

Information epidemics (flash crowds, 
slash-dotting,...) 
Networks of trust, reputation systems

Recommender systems
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Network Models: Uncertainty Moving to the Core

Exogenous vs structural randomness

What’s special:
Interactions –> phase
transitions
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Outline and Goal

Subject of a new class at EPFL (with Patrick Thiran)
Official: Models and Methods for Random Networks

Inofficial: Networks out of Control

Introduce topic to networking researchers (mostly Ph.D. 
students)

Borrow & integrate from different fields:
Applied probability & math

Statistical physics

Theoretical CS

Intuition, mastery of tools (without going overboard)
Mostly relatively basic combinatorics and probability
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Example Application of Random Networks: 
Social Spam Filtering

Over 50% of email traffic is SPAM

Imposes large cost
Wastage of resources (bandwidth, storage, etc)

Loss of productivity

Less reliable communication

Traditional defenses
Blacklisting

Content-based filtering

Serious limitations
Cat-and-mouse game, with high maintenance overhead
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Stopping Spam: Current Practices

Blacklisting
Requires constant updates of databases

Not effective against botnets

Not fully reliable (need independent databases)

Content-based filtering
High false-positives (no messages on “viagra”)

Easy do defeat (append text excerpts)

Rule based filtering
Combination of methods

Constant update of rules and weights
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Social Networks

Nodes represent individuals
Email addresses

Edges represent trust 
Friendship

B     

A     

C     

D     

E     

G     

F     

H     
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Communication over Social Networks

Legitimate messages are close in social network

you can trust your friends and their friends (but a bit less)

Illegitimate messages are far in the social network

you cannot trust a complete stranger

B     

A     

C     

D     

E     

G     

F     

H     
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Social Spam Filtering (Marketing Slide)

Transparent: social network inferred automatically from past 
communications (warm-up period)

Precise: no false positives within trust neighborhood

Autonomous: requires no fine-tuning or regular maintenance

Efficient: computational overhead low compared to content analysis, 
independent of size of message

Dissuasive: spammers cannot play content-obfuscation games to get 
email past filters (“V1agra”, etc)

Adaptive: trust network continually evolves; simple & intuitive user 
feedback can be incorporated (“I trust/distrust this person”)

Media-independent: works equally well with content that is hard to 
parse or interpret (images, videos, foreign languages, etc)
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Constructing the Social Network

How to obtain social network?

Explicit construction not practical
Too much burden on users

Social network changes with time

Users forget links

Infer social network from prior communications
Exploit directionality of communication

If node u sends message to node v, then u trusts v (but not 
the reverse)
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Example

Messages:

1) A →

 

B

2) B →

 

A

3) C →

 

D

4) F →

 

E

5) F →

 

D

6) D →

 

E

7) E → A

8) G →

 

D

9) C →

 

B

10) E →

 

D

11) D →

 

C

12) C → G

13) A →

 

D

B     

A     

C     

D     

E     

G     

F     

Inferred network
nodes correspond to email addresses
directed edges correspond to messages
weights correspond to characteristics of communication 
(e.g., number of messages)
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Predicting Future Communication

Can we predict near future communication using prior 
communication?

Yes! Exploit structure of social network

Trust neighborhood
captures set of nodes that most likely will originate 
messages to a given node (in near future)

messages originating from set are delivered

messages outside are rejected (or further scrutinized)
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“Good”
 

Trust Neighborhoods

Accurate: all near future messages originates from set

Small: size of neighborhood is small compared to universe 
of addresses

universe of all
email addresses 

u

set of nodes that send 
legitimate messages to u

set of nodes that send 
illegitimate messages to u

trust neighborhood of u
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Constructing Trust Neighborhoods

How to construct good trust neighborhoods from inferred 
social network?

Use out neighborhood of a node

Intuition
Future messages will come from nodes you have sent to (and 
to whom they have sent to)

Hard on spammers
Cannot easily enter trust neighborhoods
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Example

B     

A     

C     

D     

E     

G     

F     

Trust neighborhood
defined by two-hop out neighborhood

In practice can use more sophisticated metrics
Link rate
Aging
In-out degree
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Dataset Characteristics

74 weeks of data
11852 email addresses (within EPFL domain)
693485 edges originating from 5.1 million messages
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Experimental Results

Simple trust neighborhood (based on hop count)
Inferred network (40 weeks); prediction of messages in subsequent week

Small and accurate trust 
neighborhoods

90% of messages, 
10% of addresses
random messages has linear 
behavior
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Back to Random Graphs…

Performance metrics for large random networks:
Connectivity

Delay

Robustness

Routing

Coverage (wireless multi-hop networks) 
Troughput

Lifetime…

Basic question:
How do these metrics scale when number of nodes becomes 
large ?
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Tree and Lattice Percolation
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An easy model: the binary tree

Random graph: 
n = 2L -1  vertices arranged in L 
layers
Edges are i.i.d, each drawn with 
probability p between vertices of 
successive layers

Percolation:
Lattice is an infinite binary tree
Each edge is « open » with 
probability p (i.i.d) 

Let C be the connected component 
containing 0.
What is the probability 
θ(p) = P(|C| = ∞) ? 

0
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An easy model: the binary tree

Percolation: What is the 
probability θ(p) = P(|C| = ∞) ? 
There exists pc such that

θ(p) = 0 if p < pc

θ(p) > 0 if p > pc

0
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Tree percolation

X(l) = number of vertices in C at layer l

Percolation = Galton-Watson branching process
θ(p) = 1 - P(X(l) = 0 for some finite l | X(0) = 1) = 1 - h10

where hi0

 

= P(X(l) = 0 for some finite l | X(0) = i)  = (h10

 

)i

Markov chain reaching times: h10 = ∑i p1i hi0 = ∑i p1i (h10)i

with p1i

 

= P(X(l+1) = i | X(l) = 1) = (1-p)2

 

(if i=0) / =
 

2p(1-
 p) (if i=1) / =

 
p2

 

(if i=2)

-> Compute the minimal solution of 

h10

 

= (1-p)2

 

+ 2p(1-p) h10 + p2(h10

 

)2

We find
θ(p) = 0 if p < ½ = pc

= 1 –((1-p)/p)2 > 0  if p > ½ = pc

θ(p)

½
p

1

1
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Lattice bond percolation

Infinite lattice

Each edge is « open »
with probability p (i.i.d)

Let C be the connected 
component containing 0

What is the probability 
Θ(p) = P(|C| = ∞) ? 

There exists pc such that
Θ(p) = 0 if p < pc

Θ(p) > 0 if p > pc

0
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Lattice site percolation

Infinite lattice
Each site (vertex) is 
« occupied » with 
probability p (i.i.d)
Let C be the connected 
component containing 0 
(two adjacent occupied 
sites are connected)
What is the probability 
Θ(p) = P(|C| = ∞) ? 
There exists pc such that

Θ(p) = 0 if p < pc

Θ(p) > 0 if p > pc

0
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Continuum percolation: the Boolean model
Position of nodes is a Poisson 
spatial point process, with 
intensity λ
Two nodes are connected to 
each other if the distance 
between them is ≤ r
This defines a graph B(λ,r)
Let C be the connected 
component containing 0
What is the probability 
θ(p) = P(|C| = ∞)? 
There exists (λr2)c such that

θ(r, λ) = 0 if r2λ < (r2λ)c
θ(r, λ) > 0 if r2λ > (r2λ)c

0
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Bond percolation on square lattice L2

Each edge of L2 is open with 
probability p and closed with 
probability (1-p), 
independently of all other 
edges.

Notations and definitions:
Product measure Pp

Open path = path made of open edges

Closed path = path made of closed 
edges

x ↔ y: there is an open path between 
vertices x and y 

Open cluster in x:  C(x) = {y such that x 
↔ y}. We write C for C(0).

Box B(n) = [-n,n] x [-n,n]

0

B(3)
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Bond percolation on square lattice L2

Each edge of L2 is open with 
probability p and closed with 
probability (1-p), independently of 
all other edges.

Percolation probability:

θ(p) = Pp (|C| = ∞) 

Percolation (or critical) threshold:

pc

 

= sup {p : θ(p) = 0}

For L1, pc = 1 (percolation = full 
connectivity).

For L2, 1/3 ≤ pc ≤ 2/3 (percolation  
full connectivity).

0
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pc

 

≥
 

1/3
σ(n) = number of self-avoiding 
walks of length n. 
σ(n) ≤ 4*3n-1

N(n) = number of open, self-
avoiding paths of length n starting 
from O

For all integers n, 

θ(p) ≤

 

Pp (N(n) ≥

 

1) 

≤

 

Ep [N(n)] = σ(n) pn

≤

 

4/3 (3p)n

If p < 1/3, θ(p) ≤ 4/3 (3p)n —> 0 as 
n —> ∞. 

pc = sup {p : θ(p) = 0} ≥ 1/3

0
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pc

 

≤
 

2/3: Dual technique 
Construct dual lattice  Ld of L2

Pick integer m, and box B(m):

Fm = {closed circuit in Ld

encircling B(m)}; Fm = Fm does 
not occur

Gm = {all edges of B(m) are 
open}

θ(p) ≥ Pp(Fm ∩ Gm) = Pp(Fm) Pp(Gm)

Pp(Gm) > 0 (m finite)

Need to compute Pp(Fm) 

Need first to compute the number 
of closed circuits of length at 
least 8m

0
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pc

 

≤
 

2/3: Peirls’
 

argument 
Observation: any self avoiding closed 
circuit of length n surrounding 0 must 
cross one of the n/2 edges of Ld just at 
the right of 0

Can construct the circuit a self-avoiding 
walk of length n-1 starting and ending at 
one of these n/2 edges

-> Number of such circuits ≤

 

(n/2)σ(n-1)

Pp(Fm) ≤

∑∞n = 8m Pp

 

(∃

 

closed circuit of length n) 

≤ ∑∞n = 8m (n/2)σ(n-1) (1-p)n

≤

 

(2(1-p)/3) ∑∞n = 8m n(3(1-p))n-1

≤

 

1/2 if m is large enough and p < 2/3

θ(p) ≥ Pp(Fm) Pp(Gm) ≥ Pp(Gm)/2 > 0

pc = sup {p : θ(p) = 0} ≤ 2/3

0
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Sub-critical phase 
p < pc : sub-critical phase
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Super-critical phase 
p > pc : super-critical phase

p = 0.7 p = 0.51
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Bond percolation on square lattice L2

θ(p) = Pp (|C| = ∞) = Pp (a node belongs to an infinite cluster)

ψ(p) = Pp (there exists an infinite cluster) 

Existence of an infinite cluster is a tail event (does not depend on the 
state of any finite collection of edges)

Kolmogorov’s 0-1 law -> ψ(p) = 0 if p < pc and ψ(p) = 1 if p > pc

 0

 0.1

 0.2

 0.3

 0.4

 0.5

 0.6

 0.7
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 0.9

 1

 0  0.2  0.4  0.6  0.8  1 p

θ(p) ψ(p)
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Mean cluster size 
χ(p) = Ep [|C|] = ∑∞n=1 n Pp (|C| = n)  + ∞ Pp (|C| = ∞) 

If p > pc    θ(p) = Pp (|C| = ∞) > 0 -> χ(p) = ∞

If p < pc χ(p) < ∞ (Proof is long, see Chap 5 of Grimmett)

p

χ(p)
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Random Graphs
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Random Graphs

Key difference with percolation models:
Any pair of vertices (u,v) may be connected
No inherent “dimension”
Models systems with little/no contraints: p2p, social,...

Three models we will talk about
G(n,p): every possible edge exists with prob. p
G(n,r): sample from all r-regular graphs
G(n,D): sample from all graphs with empirical degree 
distribution D

Literature:
Bollobas: Random Graphs (2nd ed), Cambridge UP, 2001

Exhaustive
Janson, Luczak, Rucinski: Random Graphs, Wiley, 2000

Selected topics, good intuition
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Issues in Random Graphs

Issues:
G(n,p):

Threshold function t(n)

Appearance of subgraphs (in general, particular types)

Emergence of a giant component

Connectivity

G(n,r):

G*(n,r): random regular multigraph

Appearance of subgraphs

Connectivity

G(n,D):

Emergence of a giant component

Note: discussion of distance (diameter) deferred to small 
world models
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Random Graph G(n,p)
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G(n,p) and G(n,m)

G(n,p): every edge (u,v) exists independently with prob. p
Degree = Binom(n-1,p)

G(n,m): a uniform sample from the space of all (labeled) 
graphs with m edges

Degree = 2m/n

These two models are asymptotically “almost” identical for 
m=1/2 n(n-1) p (phase transitions occur in the same way)

p(n) is usually a decreasing function of n
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G(100,0.5)
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G(n,p) is Boring...

We consider G(n,p), with p constant

Theorem: G(n,p) is connected asymptotically almost surely 
(a.a.s.)

Bipartition of vertex set S, S'

Condition on |S|=s; s(n-s) possible edges between S,S'

P(S,S' disconnected) = (1-p)s(n-s)

Union bound over all partitions (S,S'):

For large enough n, n(1-p)n/2<1

P(G disconnected) -> 0
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First Moment Method
Markov's inequality: for X non-negative

For a counting RV X (integer, non-negative):
E[X] -> 0 implies X=0 a.a.s

Second Moment Method
Chebyshev's inequality:

For a counting RV X:
E[X] > 0 (for n large) and Var[X]/(E[X])2 -> 0 implies X>0 a.a.s.

First and Second Moment Method

x
EXxXP =≥ )(

2)(
x

VarXxEXXP ≤≥−
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G(n,p) is Even More Boring...

Theorem: G(n,p) has diameter 2 a.a.s.
X: number of (unordered) vertex pairs with no common 
neighbor; need to show X=0 a.a.s.

Xu,v=1 if u,v have neighbor, =0 otherwise

For Xu,v=1 no other w must be adjacent to both u and v

P(Xu,v=1) = (1-p2)n-2

E[X] goes to zero

First Moment Method

u v

w
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Increasing Property and Threshold Function

Increasing property: property of graph conserved under 
addition of edges

Existence of a large component of size at least n/2?

H is a subgraph of G?

H is an induced subgraph of G?

G is connected?

diam(G)<d?

diam(G)>d?

Threshold function t(n):
p(n)/t(n) -> 0 implies G(n,p) does not have property a.a.s.

p(n)/t(n) -> ∞ implies G(n,p) does have property a.a.s.
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Appearance of a Subgraph H in G(n,p) 

Given: unlabeled graph H

Question: does H appear in G?
i.e., does a labeled version of H appear in G?

Theorem:
For a balanced graph with k vertices and l edges, the function 
t(n) = n-k/l is a threshold function

Balanced graph:
Achieves average degree over all induced subgraphs for entire 
graph

Counterexample:
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Automorphism Group of a Graph

Definition:
An automorphism of a graph G is an isomorphism from G to G 
(permutation P of vertex set) such that (u,v) in G if and only 
if (P(u),P(v)) in G

a=12 a=1
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Case p(n)/t(n) -> 0
Set p(n) = on p-k/l

X: number of subgraphs of G isomorphic to H

A: set of labeled graph H' isomorphic to H, vertex set of G

Threshold Function for {H appears in G}

17 85

56
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Threshold Function for {H in G} (cont.)

Case p(n)/t(n) -> ∞
Bound Var[X]:

Labeled subgraph H' u H'' has 2l-e(H' ∩H'') edges

H is balanced -> H' ∩H'' has 
e(H' ∩H'')/|H' ∩H''| <= e(H)/|H| = k/l

If |H' ∩H''|=i, then e(H' ∩H'') <= il/k

Partition set of unions A2 into 
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Unlabeled graph H, union sets of 2 labeled H’

17 85

56

23 11

62

17 85

56

11

H:

A0:

A2:
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Threshold Function for {H in G} (cont.)

Now we need to compute

S0 (H' and H'' are edge-disjoint):
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Threshold Function for {H in G} (cont.)

Si: (H' and H'' have i edges in common) 
For a fixed (labeled) H', the number of H'' such that 
|H' ∩H''|=i is

17 85

56

11
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Threshold Function for {H in G} (cont.)
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Threshold Functions for Trees and Cycles

Trees of order k

Cycles of order k

Complete graphs Kk 

)1/()( −−= kknnt

1)( −= nnt

)1/(2)( −−= knnt
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G(1000,0.2/1000)
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G(1000,0.5/1000)
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G(1000,1.5/1000)
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Recap: The Evolution from p=0 to p=1/n

0

1/n
n-2

2-trees
(edges) 

1-trees
(isolated vertices)

n-3/2

Cycles of
all orders

3-trees

n-4/3
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The Giant Component

Threshold function for giant component: t(n) = 1/n

More precise: set p(n) = c/n
c>1: unique giant component

c<1: only small components

c=1: need to define even more fine scaling 
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Small Components for c<1

Theorem:
If c<1, then the largest component of G(n,c/n) has a.a.s. at 
most                                   vertices

Proof:
c=1-ε
Yi: total number of vertices visited so far (saturated and 
active)

Yi: Markov chain with Yi+1-Yi ~ Binom(n-Yi,p)

Define Yi
+: random walk with increments Binom(n,p)

Yi
+ ~ Binom(ni,p)

Yi
+ stochastically dominates Yi

Stopping time T when process runs out

n
c

 log
)1(

3
2−
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Component Discovery Process

Component discovery process

Equivalent view of discovery process: generate on the fly
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Small Components for c<1

Bound Prob(Cv belongs to a component of size at least k) 
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Large Component for c>1

Theorem:
There is a unique giant component for c>1: The largest 
component of G(n,p) has θ(n) vertices, and the second-largest 
has O(log n) vertices

Proof has three parts:
Part 1: each component is either small or quite large

Part 2: Large component is unique

Part 3: Large component has size θ(n)
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Large Component for c>1 (cont.)

Part 1:
c=1+ε

Show that process either dies early, or continues running for 
at least time n2/3

Show that it has at least εk/2 vertices left at each time k

Define a process Yk- with increments Binom(n-(c+1)/2 bn,p)

Yk- stochastically lower-bounds Yk at least until we are sure 
Yk is large enough

Union bound over all starting vertices v
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Component Exposure Process for c>1
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Large Component for c>1 (cont.)

Part 2
Recall: part 1 showed that if Cv is a large component, then 
a.a.s. by iteration k=bn, then the active set is of size at least 
εbn/2.
Consider two starting vertices u,v

Prob(processes touch later) >= Prob(touch in next step) 

Union bound over all (u,v): any two large components touch 
a.a.s.
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Large Component for c>1 (cont.)

Part 3
We now know that there is a single component > bn

Need to show that all other components are θ(n)
Recall that bn=n2/3

Starting vertex v; show that Prob(v in small vertex)<1

N: number of vertices in small components; n-N: giant 
component

P(BP(Binom(n,p)) dies)-o(1) <= P(process dies) <= 
P(BP(Binom(n-an,p)) dies)

o(1) term: prob. that it dies between an,bn

Binom(n-o(n),c/n) -> Po(c) in distribution

E[N]/n -> ρ < 1
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Large Component for c>1 (cont.) 

Part 3, cont.
For 2nd Moment Method, need to show E[N2] -> (E[N])2
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Connectivity

Theorem:
t(n) = log n/n is a threshold function for the disappearance of 
isolated vertices

Intuition:
When only a small number of isolated vertices left: P(vertex 
connected) = q << 1

P(component of size k isolated) ~ qk
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Connectivity (cont.)

Theorem:
t(n) = log n/n is a threshold function 
for connectivity

Proof:
Show that P(component of size <n/2 appears) is small

Cayley's formula: # labeled trees of order k = kk-2
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G(1000,5/1000)
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G(1000,8/1000)
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G(1000,2/1000): Giant Component + Trees
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Recap: The Evolution of G(n,p)

0

1/n

n-2

2-trees
(edges) 

1-trees
(isolated vertices) 

n-3/2

Cycles of
all orders
and giant
component
appear

3-trees

n-4/3

log n/n

G connected
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Random Regular Graph G(n,r)

G(n,r) is uniformly sampled from set of all graphs of order n 
and constant degree r

Note: edges dependent -> probability space harder to 
describe

Detour: simpler model that generates G(n,r) with nonzero 
probability
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The Pairing Model

Pairing model:
r labeled stubs (half-edge) per vertex

Vertices and stubs

1 2

3 4

1

2
3

((1,2),(4,3))
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The Pairing Model (cont.)

G*(n,r): random regular
multigraphRandom matching

Projection:
forget the edge labels

1 2

3

4

Note:
# pairings = (nr-1)!! = (nr-1)(nr-3)...3
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Appearance of H in G*(n,r)

Theorem:
Zk = # of k-cycles in G*(n,r)

Random variables {Zk}, k>=1 converge in distribution to 
independent random variables Po((r-1)k/2k)

Proof:
View G*(n,r) as projection of pairing model

Probability pk that set of k labeled edges is in a random 
pairing:

Show convergence of all moments -> method of moments 
shows convergence in distribution
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Appearance of H in G*(n,r) (cont.)

Union of cycles

v=e

v<e
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Appearance of H in G*(n,r) (cont.)

E[Zk]: expected number of k-cycles

E[(Zk)2]: expected number of ordered pairs of distinct k-
cycles

E[(Zk)2]=S0+S>

S>=sum of terms Sv,e

v: # vertices in intersection

e: # edges in intersection

Number of terms Sv,e does not depend on n

S> = o(S0)

S0 =
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The Random Regular Graph G(n,r) (finally!)

Theorem (for G(n,r)):
The random variables (Zk) converge in distribution to a 
collection of independent Po((r-1)k/2k) 

Proof:
Condition on Z0=Z1=0 -> G*(n,r) is simple

Theorem:
P(G(n,r) is simple) = exp((r2-1)/4)

Proof:
P(G is simple) = P(Z1=Z2=0)

Theorem:
Any a.a.s. property for G*(n,r) is also an a.a.s. property of 
G(n,r); the converse is false
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Connectivity of G(n,r)

Theorem:
For r > 2, G(n,r) is connected a.a.s.

Proof:

The rest

A

S

T
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G(n,D): Generalized Degree Distribution

Model for generalized degree distribution
di(n): number of vertices of degree i

di(n)/n -> λi

Generate G(n,D) through generalized version of 
pairing model
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Condition for Giant Cluster in G(n,D)

Theorem:

If Q(D) > 0, then there is a unique giant cluster

If Q(D) < 0, then the largest cluster is O(log n) 

Intuition:
Component discovery process: need active node set Ai not to 
empty out

When we hit a node of degree i, the size of Ai changes by (i-
2)

i
iiDQ ∑ −= λ)2()(

iiiP λ=) degree of nodehit (
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Small World Networks
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Navigation: Why Can People Find Short Paths?

[Milgram 1969] experiment:
Letter passed through social links to find target
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Small Worlds
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Distance-2 Neighborhood (EPFL Email Set) 
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Average Path Lengths in Real Networks
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Small World: High Clustering But Small Distance

Clustering coefficient: 
measures transitivity, or 
“cliquishness”

To what degree are my 
friends more likely to know 
each other than two 
random people

Clustering coefficient per 
vertex: Cv

Triangles/possible 
triangles

G(n,p): C1=C2=p
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Clustering coefficients in real networks
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The Watts-Strogatz Model
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Evolution of Clustering and Diameter of WS

distance

density of shortcuts

clustering coefficient

Small worlds

Locally like a lattice, globally like a tree
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Diameter of Cycle + Random Matching
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C+RM: Number of Vertices Reached

1 v 1

1
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C+RM: Number of Vertices Reached

2
1 v 1 2

2

2
2

1

2
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C+RM: Number of Vertices Reached

3
2

1 v 1 2 3

3

2

3

332
2

1

2

3

3

3

3
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C+RM: Lower-Bounding # Vertices Reached

Inessential edge:
Reaches node 
within distance 
log2n of nodes 
already 
discovered

Future 
“collision”
possible

Approach:
Focus only on 
tree, lower-
bound growth 
rate
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CR+M: General Idea

Growth of reachable set in i hops
Almost exponential

Check that reachable set from any u,v touch

0
n log

5
1 n log

5
3 n log

real easy a bit harder too saturated
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Early in the Process: At Most One Inessential Edge

Si: set of nodes at distance i

Bi: set of nodes at distance < i

|Bi| ≤ 3 x 2i

Short distances: i ≤ 1/5 log2 n

P(new chord at step i inessential) <=

Compute P(at least 2 inessential chords between 0 and 1/5 
log2 n)

Number of chords at most |B(1/5 log2 n)|

P(at least 2) ≤

Union bound over all starting vertices
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Late in the Process: Upper Bound on Inessential Edges 

Long distances: i ≤ 3/5 log2 n

Inessential edges now more numerous
But we can show that at most 2in-1/10 such edges at step i 
a.a.s.

Need to be more precise about vertices at distance i
Two sets:

Ci: one side empty

Di: both sides empty

Recursion:

So for all distances [1... 3/5 log2 n]:
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Set i*=(1/2) (log2 n + log2 log n + c)
i.e., just a bit more than the “ideal” log2 n

Show that the two processes touch in next step with high prob.

Union-bound over all (u,v)

Two Processes From u and v Will Touch

u v
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Navigation: Why Can People Find Short Paths?

[Milgram 1969] experiment:
Letter passed through social links to find target
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Model of Lattice-Induced Shortcuts (Kleinberg) 

Each vertex has r shortcuts
P(u has shortcut to v) = c d(u,v)-γ
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Navigating a Lattice Small World (cont.) 

Inefficient for 0<=γ<2
Shortcuts are long, 
but “too random”

Small box B
Show that we must 
find a shortcut into B 
at some point (last 
shortcut must reach 
B)

Show that this is 
difficult

Loss of geometric clues

B
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Lattice Small World (γ=1)
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Navigating a Lattice Small World

Inefficient for γ>2

Shortcuts are too short

Hard to make enough 
progress
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Lattice Small World (γ=3)
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Navigating a Lattice Small World

Efficient for γ=2

Exponential family of 
boxes

Show that we can 
efficiently go from box 
to box
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Lattice Small World (γ=2)
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Tree-Induced Shortcuts (γ=0.5)

Too global
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Tree-Induced Shortcuts (γ=2)

Too local
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Small Worlds and Navigation: A Critique

Lattice and tree-induced networks generate a particular 
class of (sometimes) small-world networks

Navigation counter-example:
Take a G(n,...), then add edges for transitivity (triangles)

This will be unnavigable
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Scale-Free Networks
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Degree Distribution (EPFL Email Set) 
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Degree distributions [BA1999]

actor collaboration
graph (a=1.3)

WWW (a=1.1) power grid (a=3.0)
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Degree Distribution (EPFL Email, Cumulative)
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Pareto Law

Ccdf of Pareto random variable X:

Moments of X:

Infinite otherwise

λ≤1: ∞ mean 

1< λ ≤1: ∞ variance 
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Stable Distributions
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Power Law vs. Lognormal Distribution

Power law:
Asymptotically like Pareto
Generative mechanisms à la Herbert Simon

Lognormal law:
Y is lognormal if X=log Y, X is N(μ,σ2) 
All moments exist
But easily “looks” like a power law
Generative mechanism: product of many independent RVs -> 
log satisfies central-limit theorem

E.g., accumulation of random stock market returns

Long-running controversy
Check footnote in tech report (!) version of Mitzenmacher’s
survey
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Exponential, Pareto, Lognormal Laws
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The Simon and the Barabasi-Albert Model

Simon model: “the rich get richer” [1955]
Goal: explain skewed income distributions first observed by 
Pareto

Prose, word frequencies Xi(t): # different words that have 
occurred i times by time t

At each step i:
With prob. α: type a new word

With prob. 1-α: randomly choose one of the previously typed 
words

Prob. is proportional to iXi(t)

Bias towards word having already occurred earlier -> skew

BA model [1999]:
Same idea, where word=vertex
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Preferential-Attachment Network
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Scale-Free Networks: A Critique

Some claims about scale-free networks are excessively 
sweeping

Examples:
Scale-free networks have high-degree hubs that are the “core”
of the network (central, lies on most shortest paths)

Scale-free networks are robust against random attacks

But vulnerable to attacks against hubs (bottleneck)

But: preferential-attachment scale-free networks are but 
one class of such networks; others may have a radically 
different structure with same degree distribution
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Preferential-Attachment Graph
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S-Metric: A Measure of Assortativity

S-Metric for a graph G:

High s(G): high degree nodes connected to high-degree 
nodes

Low s(G): many edges connect high-degree with low-
degree nodes

∑
∈

=
Eji

jiddGs
),(

)(
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Most Real Networks Have Low s(G)
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Scale-Free Revisited

Insights from [Li, Aldous, Doyle, Willinger 2005]:
High s(G)-graphs do have claimed properties

High s(G)-graphs are “likely” in most probability models; 
they’re easy to generate randomly

Many real networks have scaling (power-law) degree 
distribution, but low s(G)

Result of explicit design, technology constraints

Two options:
Keep old definition of scale-free networks -> meaningless, 
because claimed properties are false

New definition: power law degree distribution + high s(G) -> 
claimed properties ok, but not a ubiquitous network feature 
any more
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Other Explanations for Power Laws: Optimization

low h

Nodes distributed 
uniformly in unit 
square

Generate growing 
tree:

Node i attaches to 
node j<i which 
minimizes
α dij + hj

dij: Euclidean 
distance i-j

hj: measure of 
centrality

high h

new node
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Another Puzzling Feature: Densification

Claim [Leskovec, Kleinberg, Faloutsos 2007]:
Many networks densify:

Average degree increases

Diameter (sometimes) decreases! 

α)()( tnte =

t

log e log e

log n

1>α
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Conclusions

Random networks so far:
Mostly a tool for mathematicians (probabilistic method, 
existence proofs), physicists (porous materials)

Science: trying to find widely shared features of real 
networks

Random networks for engineering:
Need to deal with them: p2p, wireless, social, DHTs, DTNs,…

Should this become part of networking curriculum?

New models to design random networks with desired 
properties, algorithms
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